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Introduction 
“The authors would like to thank” and other variations on this formulation are one of many 
conventions by which researchers bestow their gratitude upon the individuals, organizations, or 
funding agencies that help research come to fruition as published works. However, beyond 
niceties, these often formulaic sentences are also the markers of a clear division in academic 
standing: those who have obtained the status of author, as established by varying and often 
unclear parameters (International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, 2006; 2013; Pontille, 
2004), and those who are denied such status. There are also individuals whose names appear in 
reference lists. References bestow yet another status upon the individuals they name—and they 
do so whether the referenced work is alluded to, praised, questioned, or critiqued.  
Thus emerge the three statuses that have come to form the “reward triangle” (Cronin & 
Weaver-Wozniak, 1993) of science: author, person cited, person thanked. Merton’s (1973) work 
on the structure of the scientific community and, more specifically, on cumulative advantages in 
science (i.e., the Matthew Effect), shed light on the process by which an individual moves from 
being an accessory to becoming an author—and back again, although with more prestige, 
through the accumulation of citations or by being acknowledged for his or her contribution to a 
work. In this way, acknowledgments place the highly regarded alongside those who have not yet 
attained recognition. 
  Blaise Cronin began studying the dynamics of scientific acknowledgments in the 1990s, 
quickly placing his work among the few models in existence or in development at the time 
(Mackintosh, 1972; McCain, 1991; in Cronin, 1995). He revived his interest for this topic at 
various moments in his career and with various collaborators, creating an unrivalled body of 
work on acknowledgments in scholarly communication. In recent years, the relationship between 
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those who thank and those―individuals or organisations―who are thanked has been studied 
theoretically and empirically. 
This chapter maps the landscape of research on scientific acknowledgments which has 
appeared relatively regularly in the literature since the 1970s. Analyses of the role and value of 
acknowledgments are often isolated by discipline or methodological approach, and present data-
specific models or adaptations of previous models as premises for new analyses. We provide 
here an analytical review of the literature on acknowledgments in scholarly communication in 
order to gauge how this phenomenon has been studied. This is not a systematic review in the 
methodological sense; rather, we triangulate qualitative analysis and quantitative descriptions to 
paint a portrait of the acknowledgement literature in terms of approaches, theories, contributions, 
trends, and limitations.  
  
Triangulating the Rewards of Science 
The social sciences’ penchant for figures and the geometric schematization of concepts is served 
well by the notion of a “reward triangle.” This turn of phrase represents the basic premise upon 
which acknowledgments research is built. In 1995, Cronin posited that, “authorship and citation 
do not tell the whole story,” and situated acknowledgments as “another vector” in the assessment 
of scholarship (p. 14). Three years earlier, he had underlined the intrinsic value of certain types 
of acknowledgments by qualifying them as “closet citations” (Cronin, 1992, p. 25). Twenty years 
prior to that, however, Mackintosh had been even more categorical: “[L]ack of interest in 
acknowledgements does not necessarily indicate their complete irrelevance as rewards in 
science, or, if it does, then citations of one’s published work by others must fall at the same 
stroke” (p. 70).  
The “reward triangle” phrase itself was coined in 1993 by Cronin and Weaver-Wozniak: 
“If authorship and citedness are to be counted, so ought acknowledgments. By admitting 
acknowledgments, the Reward Triangle is closed” (p. 94). This image, reintroduced by the same 
authors two years later (Cronin & Weaver, 1995; Cronin, 1995, p. 27), featured prominently in 
the title of a recent paper by Costas and van Leeuwen (2012) in which the authors further cite 
Cronin and Weaver (p. 1648), thereby revealing sustained interest in this imagery. 
  The perception of the fruits of scholarly pursuits as “rewards” allows for an easy stretch 





influences in acknowledgments literature. Acknowledgments research has long been anchored in 
the conceptual framework of a “reward system of science” (Mackintosh, 1972, p. 16;
2
 McCain, 
1991, p. 495). Cronin integrated both theoretical perspectives in his corpus, at times in tandem, 
for example in The Hand of Science: Academic Writing and its Rewards (2005). This book 
offers, in itself, a framework for the study of the “reward system of science, understood in terms 
of an economy of attention” (p. 5). Therefore, we can argue for a triumvirate of theoreticians in 
the study of the reward triangle: Cronin, Bourdieu, and Merton. 
  Acknowledgments have a dubious reputation. This is due, first, to their “subtler” (Cronin, 
1992, p. 128), and more “personal” (Hyland, 2003, p. 243) nature; second, to the fact that they 
are unruly, and not “as frequent or as standardized” as citations (Cronin, 2014, p. xvii); and third, 
to their perceived propensity to be, at least in certain cases, “self-serving gestures, […that are] by 
no means innocent” (Coates, 1999, p. 255). Perhaps given these very characteristics, 
acknowledgments offer insight into both the scientific field and the incarnation of that field in 
the very person of the scientist (see Bourdieu, 2001, pp. 84-85)—the “homo academicus” 
(Bourdieu, 1984). The practice of acknowledgments, its forms, its purposes, and its evolution are 
of course deeply rooted in the scholar’s habitus, and it goes without saying that the set of 
dispositions which form this habitus answer to both the broader field of scholarly production and 
disciplinary paradigms. Again because of their nature, acknowledgments participate in the illusio 
upon which the scientific field, like all others (Bourdieu, 1996, p. 228) is built: the premise 
whereby adhering to the rules of the game supposes, ipso facto, that one deems this game 
relevant and, more importantly, worth one’s time, effort and, as is often the case for academics, 
livelihood. Bourdieu (1988) insists on this: without illusio, “there would be no stakes to play for, 
nor even any game” (p. 56).
3
  
  As stated above, acknowledgments can also testify to the ebb and flow of legitimization 
(often provided by authorship) and consecration (intrinsic to citation), which are key in the 
construction of symbolic capital—the “accumulation” of which “is a driving force of academic 
life” (Cronin, 2005, p. 139). Finally, acknowledgments differ from authorship or citations in that 
they can satisfy the two sets of values that underlie symbolic goods: the obvious symbolic values 
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of contribution and intellectual indebtedness, but also the economic value, often decried, yet 
obviously intrinsic to all fields where funds are involved. Such is the role of funding 
acknowledgments or the identification of paid services, facilities, and institutions.  
This chapter presents an analytical review of the literature on acknowledgments in 
scholarly communication, demonstrating the significance of acknowledgements in the reward 
system of science. In doing, so, we will show that the interactions between the three elements of 
the triangle (authorship-citations-acknowledgments) play a fundamental role in the illusio that 
shapes the sociology of science. 
 
Finding the Literature 
We searched the following bibliographic databases to retrieve items pertaining to 
acknowledgments in scholarly communication: Web of Science (WoS) citation indexes (Science 
Citation Index Expanded, Social Sciences Citation Index, Arts & Humanities Citation Index, 
Conference Proceedings Citation Index- Science and Conference Proceedings Citation Index); 
Library and Information Sciences Abstracts (LISA); Library, Information Science & Technology 
Abstracts (LISTA); Library Literature & Information Science Index; Dissertation & Theses 
(ProQuest); FRANCIS; and Sociological Abstracts. Keyword
4
 and controlled-vocabulary 
searches were used, as well as pearl-growing techniques (Bopp & Smith, 2011, p. 112). We then 
examined and mined the reference lists of relevant items, which were identified through a 
preliminary assessment of abstracts or a summary reading. The dataset was considered “open,” 
as new items could always be added, no matter their means of discovery. As stated, this was an 
exploratory analysis of the existing literature, rather than a systematic review. A total of 115 
items were identified and selected for analysis.  
  Two researchers independently read the retrieved documents in order to ascertain the 
relevance of these items to acknowledgments research and to assign initial classification tags to 
each of them. Only one item caused a tagging conflict, which was resolved through discussion. 
  The following rounds of analysis were qualitative and inductive. Researchers jointly 
validated the original tags assigned to each document and identified 71 documents for a deeper 
qualitative analysis. 10 documents were excluded (this was validated by both researchers) and 
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reasons for exclusion were: false positives, format (presentation notes or abstracts of work 
published elsewhere in more complete form); book reviews; documents not written in English or 
French;
5
 and documents not secured before the end of the analysis process―these items were 
deemed, upon evaluation of the abstracts, as having little potential impact on the findings. The 
remaining documents were classified as “peripheral,” meaning that they informed the research in 
some way, but were not part of the “core” dataset.  
  Due to the preliminary nature of analysis, the coding that ensued was, of course, “data-
driven” (Schreier, 2012, p. 88), but did not begin with a tabula rasa. Rather, it was directed by 
the premise emanating from the framework presented above and the aspect of the illusio it 
supports: that acknowledgments are worth studying. While such a stated theoretical bias is, of 
course, quite acceptable in directed qualitative research, it can make it “more likely” for 
researchers “to find evidence that is supportive rather than nonsupportive of a theory” (Hsieh & 
Shannon, 2005, p. 1283). Given the fact that our stated goal was to provide the reader with a 
foray into the current state of the literature, we wished to target certain aspects, and so had some 
“predetermined” categories (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005, p. 1282), such as the discipline of the 
sample (where applicable), the methods used, the presentation of a model, etc. However, aside 
from these broad axes, the rest of the codes emerged from the iterative readings of the texts. 
Nevertheless, while the overview presented here is analytical in nature, it does not have the 
pretension to be a full content analysis of the textual data contained in the documents that were 
examined. 
These limitations notwithstanding, some validations and verification measures were put 
into place throughout the process, in a manner that befits the review approach and the 
methodology used, in accordance with the flexibility (White & Marsh, 2006) and contextual 
principles (Morse et al., 2002) of qualitative studies. Treating the whole document as the unit of 
analysis, one coder (C1) used an initial subset of 10 texts to create a first codebook; the coding 
scheme was then used on the same 10 documents by the second coder (C2). The two coders met 
and discussed their respective coding. The codebook was then refined and a new version was 
proposed. All the coding for the original subset of 10 was imported to the revised codebook; the 
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two coders reconciled all conflicting codes and made sure that they were in agreement regarding 
any coding change resulting from the revision of the codebook. 
The analysis was then continued in parallel with open discussions between the two coders 
throughout the process and as they each coded different texts. If the creation of a new code was 
deemed necessary, or if a coder questioned the application of a code, the case was discussed and 
resolved. The creation of a new code was always accompanied by the decision to recode any 
texts that may be affected by this addition. As a measure of verification, after the coding of all 
documents was completed, C2 recoded 10 of C1’s documents; few conflicts arose, but were 
resolved through discussion. During the process, memos were kept to document each step; 
furthermore, various notes and comments on the content of the papers were inserted in the 
coding spreadsheet itself. More reading led to more discoveries, and, by the end of the process, 
80 items had been analysed.  
  Ultimately, what we propose is a classification of the body of work on acknowledgments, 
in the hopes that it will guide others in their own research; we encourage this namely through the 
lists presented in Appendix 1 which contain the full references of the documents we analyzed 
and which form the core dataset of 80 documents; these include: 66 journal articles, 9 book 
chapters, 2 books, 2 conference proceedings papers and 1 doctoral dissertation. 
 
Assessing the Trends in the Literature  
The 80 documents form a foundation for anyone aiming to research acknowledgments in 
scholarly communication from the “rewards of science” perspective, as represented in Figure 
1.1. Of these, 59 can be considered acknowledgment-centric. This includes 11 documents that 
pertain to acknowledgments in theses and dissertations (T&D), which are treated as specific 








Figure 1.1. Core dataset of documents considered in the analysis 
 
Bibliometric characteristics 
As shown in Figure 1.2, the publication years of the 80 documents indicate a clear rise of the 
interest in the topic in the 1990s, with waxing and waning in the following decades creating a 






Figure 1.2. Evolution of the number of documents published on acknowledgments, 1970-2014 
 
Table 1.1 presents the authors who contributed more than one item to the core dataset, whether 
as sole author or as co-authors. It clearly shows that Cronin’s work is the unequivocal 
cornerstone of research on the topic. Some of his work builds on or presents other angles of 
previously published research; this pattern of iterative analysis and the important (not to mention 
humble) realization that “one’s perspective changes over time” (Cronin, 2005, p. 15) are just 
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Table 1.1. Authors of acknowledgments research corpus 
 
* Collaborators of Cronin. To our knowledge, these authors did not contribute to 
acknowledgments research beyond the publications co-authored with Cronin. 
 
Given the formats of the documents, establishing the fields that have taken an interest in 
acknowledgments research is slightly more complex. Limiting our analysis to the journal articles 
and using the Web of Science “Research Areas” classification of journals (Web of Science, 
2012), we identified the field of publication of the 52 journal articles from our corpus that were 
indexed in WoS (where there were more than one category assigned, we favoured disciplinary 
categories such as “Information Science & Library Science” over broader categories such as 
“Social Sciences”). To this, we added, as shown in Table 1.2, the 14 journal articles not indexed 





 Cronin, Blaise 23
 Salager-Meyer, Françoise 4
 Weaver (Wozniak), Sherrill * 4
 Alcaraz-Ariza, María Ángeles 3
 Berbesí, Maryelis Pabón 3
 Giannoni, Davide Simone 3
 Hyland, Ken 3
 McKenzie, Gail * 3
 Shaw, Debora * 3
 T iew, Wai Sin 3
 Chubin, Daryl. E. 2
 Costas, Rodrigo 2
 Heffner, Alan. G. 2
 Rubio, Lourdes * 2
 Sen, B. K. 2
 van Leeuwen, Thed N. 2
 Verner, Dima 2
 Yang, Wenhsien 2





Table 1.2. Number of articles by “Research areas” 
 
 
Granted, our search strategies may have created a bias towards Information Science and Library 
Science; nevertheless, we harnessed a strong output of Linguistics contributions, as well as 
articles from other fields. However, Tables 1.2 and 1.3 clearly show the preponderance of 
Information Science and Library Science (including bibliometrics) contributions to the 
acknowledgments research corpus. 





Information Science & Library Science 37
Linguistics 11






Business & Economics 1
Communication 1
Medical Ethics 1






 Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology1 11
 Journal of Documentation 6
 Social Science Information 3
 Social Studies of Science 2
 The Messenger 2
 Scientometrics 2
 Malaysian Journal of Library & Information Science 2
 Journal of Scholarly Publishing 2






 Previously known as the Journal of the American Society for Information Science and 
Technology and the Journal of the American Society for Information Science. 
Only journals with more than one article are named. 
 
These disciplinary boundaries may yet be seen as arbitrary and, in many respects, they are, 
because other systems may classify academic disciplines differently. Interestingly, the 
complexity that accompanies the notion of “discipline” (Abbott, 2001) allows us what we hope 
to be an eloquent leap into our findings, in which such boundaries certainly play an important 
part. 
Conceptual characteristics 
Let us begin by noting that our dataset contains items that do not present original empirical 
research but whose conceptual or theoretical contributions help shape the acknowledgments 
research landscape. We have already mentioned the importance of Cronin’s The Hand of Science 
(2005). To this, we add Cronin’s 1992 “Opinion” paper in the Bulletin of the American Society 
for Information Science, Cronin’s 2012 comparison of artistic and scientific collaboration in 
Information & Culture, and Cronin’s foreword to the book Examining Paratextual Theory and 
its Applications in Digital Culture (co-edited by one of this chapter’s authors; 2014).  
Other texts contribute to the topic by proposing theoretical and critical views of 
acknowledgments as representative of the field-made-man, to revive the Bourdieusian image 
evoked earlier (2001, pp. 84-85). This can help contextualize the dichotomous reputation of 
acknowledgments as valuable tools for insight into the field and excessively self-serving 
academic fluff. Some authors even offer comic relief. Hollander (2002) notes, for instance, that 
“Never do we come upon an author who does not wholeheartedly embrace criticism” (p. 64); he 
even describes the self-portraits of scientific acknowledgments as “disarmingly humble, self-
effacing, even self-deprecating, sometimes bordering on confessions of incompetence” (p. 65). 
Such tone puts a great deal of weight on those the literature has come to call “trusted assessors” 
(see for example Mullins & Mullins, 1973, pp. 21, 32; Chubin, 1975b, pp. 363, 365; Cronin, 
1991; Cronin, 1995, p. 18; Cronin, 2005, p. 56). The sometimes incongruous humanity shown 
through the acknowledgments’ looking-glass is epitomized in the fictitious want-ad derived by 






WANTED: Wife for scholar. Duties: general help -- researching, proofing, 
typing/wordpro, indexing, style advice. Good humour and cheer necessary. Patience and 
endurance essential. Hours: many, variable. Remuneration in form of short 
acknowledgment. (pp. 258-259) 
On the more serious side, reading conceptual pieces can help contextualize empirical 
works by providing the backdrop against which these studies were conducted. In that sense, 
Chubin (1975) helps contextualize early research like that of Mackintosh (1972); likewise, 
Caesar (1992) complements the work of McCain (1991) and the early Cronin studies.  
Perspectives, of course, vary. We found that 34 of the 80 items included some analysis of 
the attributes of the acknowledgments themselves (length, placement, form, structure, wording, 
etc.) and some also performed a linguistics move-pattern analysis. In certain cases (such as Al-
Ali, 2010 and Gesuato, 2004), acknowledgments were the central focus of a detailed text-based 
analysis. In other cases, like some early Cronin pieces, the discussion on style was brief, 
mentioned almost in passing, and used mostly as a means of outlining the importance of the 
actual wording in studying acknowledgments. This might be done, for example, with respect to 
the language used to thank certain people (Cronin, 1992b, p. 131), through a look at language 
trends by discipline (Cronin, McKenzie, & Rubio, 1993, p. 41), or by mentioning the difficulties 
wording can create in the analysis (Cronin, McKenzie, & Stiffler, 1992, p. 112). Another trend 
was research by comparison. Comparative findings by such variables as journals, researchers, 
disciplines, countries, types of documents, or time-period were found in 51 items (including 
different papers based on the same studies). 
Finally, there is a clear propensity in the literature for suggesting typologies of 
acknowledgments. However, this is not as straightforward as might appear. We looked at this 
qualitatively and coded for an angle to the research that would address the questions “who gets 
thanked for what?,” “who gets thanked instead of being an author?,” or “what are the roles, 
functions, or statuses of the people and organizations being thanked?;” we took into 
consideration occurrences of typologies presented in text, whether as findings or as models. This 
allowed us to identify 50 documents that could be analyzed further to draw comparisons and 
establish potential trends in terms of how acknowledgments are constructed, why they are 
included in a publication, as well as any proposed typologies or models. It should be noted that 





(such as “Thanking for academic assistance”) is presented as a subcategory of a structural 
analysis (p. 308); Al-Ali (2010) presents an adaptation of this model (p. 8) while Yang (2012) 
uses it as a framework for quantitative descriptions. In Basthomi’s (2008) analysis, the focus is 
placed on how people are thanked; yet its method yields a list of who gets thanked (p. 4) as a 
necessary by-product. The reporting style of the aforementioned Coates (1999) does not afford 
him a typology, but one could certainly be derived from a qualitative content analysis of his 
findings.  
Of course, Cronin’s typologies are presented as central frameworks in Library and 
Information Science; this is true of the original six-part typology (1991, p. 231), which he built 
before encountering Mackintosh’s 1972 work and simultaneously with McCain’s 1991 work 
(1995, p. 41). It is also true of the subsequent typologies he developed with other collaborators, 
namely Weaver, between 1992 and 1995. These foundational classifications are sometimes 
presented in a continuum with other models (e.g. Tiew & Sen, 2002, p. 45; Rattan, 2013); they 
are also adapted, tweaked, or augmented, either slightly or significantly (e.g. Salager-Meyer, 
Alcaraz-Ariza, Berbesí, & Zambrano, 2006; Salager-Meyer, Alcaraz-Ariza & Berbesí, 2009; 
Weber & Thomer, 2014).  
Limitations 
The aim of the analytical review presented in this chapter is to provide insight into the 
acknowledgments research literature from the reward triangle perspective. Its limitations are 
obvious: the research strategy had a strong LIS and social sciences bias, given the fact that the 
bulk of the research was done in databases which favor journals over monographs. We did try to 
remedy this through bibliography mining, which made the dataset both richer and more 
complete. Furthermore, our qualitative content analysis was exploratory and used the document 
as its unit of analysis.  
Other avenues could be pursued, including an analysis of the papers that pertain strictly 
to funding acknowledgments (FA); these were excluded from our analysis since they were seen 
as lying outside our reward triangle paradigm. We nevertheless flag this as a fast-growing field, 
namely thanks to the addition in the Web of Science databases of three funding 
acknowledgments or FA-related fields (Web of Science, 2009). As noted above, a review of the 





Finally, the literature on acknowledgments in the context of editorial standards or 
guidelines should also be considered. As the interest for authorship and acknowledgments has 
been growing in the past decades, the editorial and opinion pieces that have been published since 
Kassirer and Angell (1991) raised the issue of the proliferation of acknowledgments in scientific 
articles would certainly warrant attention and add depth to the discussion. 
 
Summing Up the Reward Triangle 
We have already anchored our review in the reward triangle paradigm proposed by Cronin and 
Weaver-Wozniak (1993) and Cronin and Weaver (1995). The triangle figure was also used by 
Cronin in The Hand of Science to illustrate the aptly named “triadic sign systems” of references, 
acknowledgments, and citations through a semiotic lens (2005, pp. 147-151). We have chosen to 
expand upon this imagery. 
Although none of the Cronin (1995) or Cronin and Weaver (1995; and as Weaver-
Wozniak, 1993) articles nor the Costas and van Leeuwen (2012) article offer an actual 
visualization of the reward triangle, an instinctive reading might lead to something like what is 
presented in Figure 1.3. 
 
Figure 1.3. The reward triangle: A classic interpretation 
 
However, through the help of the literature reviewed here, we now have an opportunity to 
visualize this triangle differently and to further its use by looking inside in more detail, all the 
while examining the relationships created between the three constitutive elements.  
The angle sum theorem is a basic geometric paradigm: the sum of the measures of the 
interior angles of any given triangle is 180
o





angle sum theory of the reward triangle in the scientific field. To do this, we moved the three 
constitutive elements from the vertices (understood here in the mathematical sense as all 
intersections), to the sides, as shown in Figure 1.4. 
 
Figure 1.4. The reward triangle: An angle sum theory interpretation of the literature, with the 
distribution of the relevant dataset numbers 
 
The apex of the triangle is where authorship meets citations. Scholarly performance is often 
assessed by both measures: “[t]o set the reward register ringing, all a scholar has to do is feature 
as an author or co-author and/or have his work cited by another” (Cronin & Weaver, 1995, 
p.173). Indeed, if becoming an author grants legitimization, becoming a cited author grants 
consecration, in a field where one of the objectives, according to Bourdieu (1988) is to “make a 
name for oneself” (p. 2). In other words, the apex of the figure is not just authorship, but the 
intersection of authorship and intellectual influence—the intersection of an author’s 
“productivity” and an author’s “productive impact” (Cronin, 1995, pp. 14-15). This is the 
cornerstone of the scientific reward system. While the literature solely devoted to these two 
features was not included in our corpus, this angle has been studied thoroughly by a large body 
of literature and is at the core of the bibliometrics field; hence the right angle, fixed and 
enduring, to represent the body of research pertaining to the authorship-citation relationship. 
The hypotenuse of the triangle, opposite to the right angle, represents acknowledgments. 
It is the broader base. It is foundational because collaboration is key to producing high-impact 
knowledge (Larivière et al., 2014). It is broad because acknowledgments remain, for the most 
part, elective textual testimonies that manifest in a myriad of ways reflective of the myriad 





While the right angle illustrates the strongest connection, the angle at the intersection of 
acknowledgments and citations constitutes the least studied portion of the triangle, with only 8 
documents in our corpus addressing this relationship without much, if any, attention to 
authorship issues. The connection between acknowledgments and authorship has been the 
subject of a broader subset—our dataset includes 22 documents that discuss these two issues 
conjointly, with only a contextual, if any, reference to citations. Finally, the full reward triangle 
formed by authorship, citations, and acknowledgments was addressed in 17 documents.  
In other words, to truly understand how the scientific community views and apprehends 
the reward triangle as both a set of independent elements and a set of relationships, one has to 
look not only at the centre of the figure, but also at the angles that reflect the attention given to 
the various relationships between the three constitutive elements. When considered along with 
the literature that focuses on only one of the three elements of the reward triangle, this will 
provide an even more complete view; it will also reveal where imbalances lie. This, in itself, is 
telling in terms of the values granted to each relationship as a vector of symbolic capital in the 
scientific field. 
 
Conclusion and Outlook 
The findings presented herein show that acknowledgments research is not an emerging field, 
even though it is as eclectic as acknowledgments themselves. Flattening this landscape too 
quickly would be reductive to the collective knowledge it has contributed to the study of the 
reward system of science. The scientific field, with its “high degree of codification of entry into 
the game,” (Bourdieu, 1996, p. 226) ensures the legitimization of its members; their 
consecration, however, is ruled by aspects of the illusio that the sociology of science has labelled 
recognition after Merton (1973), capital after Bourdieu, or the reward triangle after Cronin. 
There are other views, of course, but these are the ones that led us to sum up, quite literally, the 
literature on acknowledgments research. Acknowledgments, like authorship and citations, testify 
to the fact that “[w]riting, in short, does not take place in a sociocognitive vacuum” (Cronin, 
2005, p. 109). We now partake in more of the illusio by ending this co-authored chapter with 
acknowledgments and references of our own. In so doing, we are drawing the reward triangle, 
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